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FROM THE DIRECTOR
Let me begin by expressing my excitement about a training
opportunity my staff and I have been eager to offer for some
time. We are continuously polling attendees at all MO LTAP
classes and discussing training needs with our Advisory
Committee. Based on feedback, we recognized the need for
a right-of-way class. In an effort to help provide this course for
MO LTAP customers, MoDOT’s right-of-way section secured
a two-day class taught by the Federal Highway Administration’s Resource Center.
This FREE course, titled Essential Requirements of the Uniform Act Workshop,
introduces the federal-aid right-of-way process as well as the fundamentals of
complying with the Uniform Act, Federal Highway regulations and any pertinent
state laws, regulations, or requirements. The class will be held October 16-17 at
the Holiday Inn Executive Center in Columbia. Please see the training flyer on our
website moltap.org for more details and registration information.
The right-of-way training is just one of many opportunities we are developing
to provide the most relevant topics to local agencies, consultants, and other
entities involved in managing and maintaining infrastructure. We are pleased
MoDOT just recently asked MO LTAP to assist with organizing face-to-face
Person of Responsible Charge classes. Many of you may remember, MoDOT
and Missouri Division FHWA offered several of these courses from 2012 to 2015
as part of their LPA basics training. Over the past few years, this training has
only been offered online; however, there have been countless requests for more
face-to-face LPA training. The MoDOT staff led by Julie Stotlemeyer, Assistant
State Design Engineer, has agreed to teach this training a few times this fall and
next spring. We are excited to offer this class to our MO LTAP customers once
again. Please watch for upcoming announcements on dates and locations.
I will close with a big thank-you to all the agencies that see the value in MO
LTAP training and support our mission of providing information to all those
working to keep our local roadways safe and well maintained. As I continue
traveling to various meetings and conferences this fall such as the Highway
Safety and Traffic Blueprint Conference in Columbia and the Missouri
Association of County Transportation Officials (MACTO) Conference in Kansas
City, I appreciate the opportunity to share resources and visit with each of you,
our MO LTAP customers.
Best wishes,

James Stevenson — Program
Implementation Team Leader; FHWA
Missouri Division
Julie Stotlemeyer — Local Programs
Administrator, MoDOT
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By now you should have
taken a good look at your
winter operations plan and
should have all your routes
set and updated. As part
of this, you probably need
to review any agreements
that you might have with
neighboring agencies.

Missouri LTAP | @LTAPMO
Missouri Local Technical Assistance Program | @MOLTAP

The Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) and Tribal Technical Assistance Program (TTAP) are composed of a network of 58 Centers — one
in every state, Puerto Rico and regional Centers serving tribal governments. The LTAP/TTAP Centers enable local counties, parishes, townships,
cities and towns to improve their roads and bridges by supplying them with a variety of training programs, an information clearinghouse, new and
existing technology updates, personalized technical assistance and newsletters. Through these core services, Centers provide access to training
and information that may not have otherwise been accessible. Centers are able to provide local road departments with workforce development
services, resources to enhance safety and security; solutions to environmental, congestion, capacity and other issues; technical publications; and
training videos and materials.
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Cha, cha, cha,

changes
Wilfrid Nixon, Ph.D., P.E., PWLF, President, Professional
Snowfighters Association, Iowa City, Iowa; member,
APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee
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here is an old concept, captured in a number of pithy
sayings, that can be summarized very simply this
way: If you do the things you have always done, you
will get the results you have always got. Einstein was a bit
more pointed— he said that a definition of insanity was
“doing the same thing over and over again and expecting
different results.” Regardless of which quote you prefer, it
speaks to something very profound about human nature—
namely, we are not terribly good at changing what we do
and how we do things.

Because, if I want different results, it is nobody else who
has to do something— it all falls on me. Now, that is
both daunting and simplistic. It is daunting because if I
am thinking about a big enough issue (like for example
the winter maintenance operations of a city), that is an
awful lot of stuff to handle. And it is simplistic because
I am not the only person involved in doing those winter
maintenance operations. I likely have a number of people
working on those activities, so I not only have to change
my behavior, I have to change theirs as well.

When I am considering the topic of change, I always try
to flip the sayings around to something more positive;
and what I come up with is, “If you want the results
you get from your actions to be different, you have to
do different actions.” Not terribly profound but it does
help me focus on what is perhaps the biggest barrier to
change—me.

So what was hard (making myself change) is now even
harder (making everyone else change too)! Observing
this, I would expect a number of people to feel rather
discouraged and to ask the question, “Why would anyone
change when it is such a huge hassle?”
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There are of course a number of reasons why an individual
or an agency might change what they are doing. In
the field of winter maintenance, the drivers for change

could be internal (limited
budgets, difficulties
hiring and keeping plow
operators) or external
(increasing expectations
with regard to levels of
service, concerns about
environmental issues).
Whatever the drivers
may be, the first step to
successful change is to
understand what is behind
the drive for change. As an
example, I have heard from
various folk in communities
that are growing rapidly
that the people moving
into the region may have
very different expectations
when it comes to winter
maintenance levels of
service in comparison with
people who have lived in
the community for a long time. A specific issue arises for
people who have lived in an urban setting and then move
to a more rural setting.

So, pressures for change in winter maintenance are real,
and are likely to become more pressing over time. We
live in a time where public expectations regarding the
transportation system are rising continuously, although
that rise is hardly ever expressed directly in that way.
“Everyone” expects their two-day delivery from Amazon
(for example) to arrive on time, every time, without
perhaps realizing that such an expectation places a
burden on the transportation system.
I am not saying that this is a bad thing, but that it is
somewhat different from where we were twenty years ago!
So, change is hard and getting harder, and is often driven
by external factors over which we have little or no control.
How do we bring about change successfully? As noted

above, step one is identifying what is driving the call for
change. Step two is understanding what constrains your
ability to change. There are a number of these, and they
range from budget limitations to equipment to personnel
to the old favorite: “We have never done it that way
before.” None of these necessarily mean you cannot
change, but all of them need to be addressed.
Let’s begin with the concern about never having done
something before. Perhaps, as an example, it might be the
direct application of liquids to the pavement prior to a storm.
As a technique, it works well when used properly, but that
little phrase “when used properly” means that the concern
about never having done this before (done direct application
of liquids) is a proper concern. How are you going to figure
out the techniques and procedures to do it right if you have
no experience using those techniques and procedures?
This one, at least, can be answered pretty easily most of
the time. You have wheels on all your trucks (I hope!) but
you did not have to reinvent the wheel to use them. So
too with anything new in your operations toolbox. You
may not have used it before, but somebody has. So, learn
from their mistakes (or experience, if you prefer!). Put
simply, make sure that you get plugged into the winter
maintenance community of practice.

How can you do that? Well, the example of using liquids
in winter maintenance was chosen specifically because
it is something that the APWA Winter Maintenance
Subcommittee has been focused on the past couple of
years, and we have developed a series of presentations
dealing with all things liquid.
So, the subcommittee page is one place to start. Or if
you reach out to me or others you may know on the
subcommittee, we will be sure to help too. Because we,
just like you, know that change is difficult, and we know
how much help we have needed to get things changed
ourselves! Wilfrid Nixon can be reached at (319) 594-4447
or at wilf@psassoc.org.
www3.apwa.net/Resources/Reporter/Articles/2019/6/
MISSOURI LTAP
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MOVING FORRRWD
TO REDUCE
RURAL ROADWAY
DEPARTURES

A SYSTEMIC APPROACH HELPS AGENCIES SAVE
THE PEOPLE BEHIND THE NUMBERS
Rural roadway departures make up a third of U.S. traffic
fatalities—about 30 people a day. The Every Day Counts
round five (EDC-5) initiative on reducing rural roadway
departures features strategies to keep vehicles in their
travel lanes, lower the potential for crashes, lessen the
severity of crashes that do occur—and save lives.
“Roadway departures are not just run-off-the-road crashes,
but any crash in which a vehicle crosses an edge line or
center line or otherwise leaves the traveled way,” said
Cathy Satterfield, Federal Highway Administration roadway
safety engineer and EDC-5 team co-leader.
About half of rural roadway departure fatalities occur on
locally owned roads, so what the team calls its “focus on
reducing rural roadway departures,” or FoRRRwD, involves
working with both local and State transportation agencies.
The team encourages agencies to use a systemic approach
to identify safety improvement locations, deploy proven
countermeasures, and develop safety action plans.
Thirty-two State Transportation Innovation Councils set
goals to move FoRRRwD in EDC-5 by demonstrating,
assessing, or using systemic application of safety
countermeasures on rural roads as a standard practice.

SYSTEMIC APPROACH
“Rural roadway departure crash locations can
be random, but fatal crash types tend to be
predictable,” said Dick Albin, FHWA roadway
safety engineer and EDC-5 team co-leader. "
"We can have the greatest impact by identifying roadway
features connected with fatal and severe injury crashes and
implementing countermeasures to address those features
across the system.”
This systemic approach identifies safety improvements based
on high-risk roadway features that correlate with particular
severe crash types rather than solely on crash data. Threequarters of rural roadway departure fatalities involve vehicle
rollovers, head-on crashes, or collisions with trees.

Rural roadway departures account for about a third of
all U.S. traffic fatalities
At a national level, risk factors in these types of crashes
include curves and speeds of more than 50 miles an hour.

“When agencies look at these crashes based
on their own roadway data, we expect they will
find more specific risk factors, such as traffic
volume ranges or a curve radius,” said Albin.
PROVEN COUNTERMEASURES
The EDC-5 team provides training and technical assistance
to help agencies find ways to more effectively use a variety
of countermeasures to reduce rural roadway departures:
• Signage and markings delineate lane edges and
alignment changes and help drivers navigate.
• Rumble strips provide an audible alert to drivers
drifting from their lane.
• High-friction surface treatments at curves or other key
locations help drivers maintain better control of their
vehicles.
• Shoulders, the Safety EdgeSM paving treatment, and
clear zones provide opportunities for a safe recovery
when drivers leave the roadway.
• Roadside hardware, such as breakaway features on
signs and barriers to shield trees, reduces the severity
of roadway departure crashes.

MISSOURI LTAP
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ACTION PLANS
Safety action plans help agencies prioritize the locations
and countermeasures that will reduce rural roadway
departures most effectively. In Washington, 35 of the
State’s 39 counties completed local road safety plans
(LRSPs) to identify priorities for Highway Safety
Improvement Program funding.
“The plans made it easier for the Washington State
Department of Transportation to support funding
requests made by the counties,” said Scott Davis,
Thurston County traffic engineering and operations
manager. Thurston County, where about two-thirds of
the roads are in rural areas, used FHWA’s Systemic Safety
Project Selection Tool to determine risk factors and
prioritize rural safety investments.

about our safety programs,” Davis said. “It helps build
support for future funding.”
FOR MORE INFORMATION
• Visit the roadway departure safety web page to learn
about FHWA’s strategic approach to keep vehicles on
the roadway, provide for safe recovery, and reduce
crash severity.
•

Contact Cathy Satterfield of the FHWA Office of
Safety or Dick Albin of the FHWA Resource Center
for information, technical assistance, and training,
including peer exchanges and focus groups.

fhwa.dot.gov/innovation/innovator/issue74/3dIssue/

“The tool allowed us to go from a reactive
to proactive approach, from events-based
to risk-based, so we can address problems
before a crash can happen,” said Davis.
One area of concern targeted in Thurston County’s LRSP
was curves, where 45 percent of fatal and serious injury
crashes occurred from 2006 to 2010. Over several years,
the county implemented countermeasures at curves such
as enhanced signage, raised pavement markers, rumble
strips, and guardrail delineation.
As a result, 2012 to 2016 crash data showed a
35 percent reduction in fatal and serious injury crashes at
curves.“Now that we have performance results, it is easier
to communicate to our executives and elected officials

8
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Roadway departure countermeasures applied at this
curve include wider lane separation to prevent headon collisions in the curve, raised pavement markers,
widened shoulders and a guardrail.

Howard County receives $11.4
million to expand broadband in
rural areas
BY ZIYE KELSEY TANG

H

oward County will have additional broadband
coverage thanks to $11.4 million in federal funding
announced Monday.

About 2,500 homes and businesses will have broadband
service, meaning most of the county will be covered,
said John McNail, director of operations at AirLink Rural
Broadband.

county in Missouri, Barry County, will receive $6.1 million
to expand broadband for 2,308 locations.
For more information, please visit columbiamissourian.
com/news/state_news/howard-county-receives-million-toexpand-broadband-in-rural-areas/article_9fa34dc6-bd3c11e9-8e37-af9c0e4f00a2.html.

"The project mainly focuses on the
rural areas rather than downtown,"
McNail said.
AirLink Rural Broadband, based in Salisbury, will provide a
minimum speed of 100/10Mbps (100Mbps for download,
and 10Mbps for upload), while the usage is unlimited.

McNail said engineering planning has
already begun and that construction
work would begin next month.
The FCC authorized nearly $17.5 million to expand
broadband coverage in Missouri as part of the fourth
round of the Connect America Fund action. Another

YOUR TRUSTED “SAFETY SIDEKICK” TO MAKE
RURAL ROAD TRAVEL SAFER!

The National Center for Rural Road Safety opened in December
2014. Funded by the Federal Highway Administration, this
Center of Excellence is focused on enhancing safety on rural
roads by supporting local, state and tribal road owners and their
stakeholders. Resources include education, training, tools, and
technical assistance.

To learn more about the National Center for Rural Road Safety,
visit their website ruralsafetycenter.org

MISSOURI LTAP
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GOVERNOR PARSON'S
TRANSPORTATION PLAN
RECEIVES FEDERAL FUNDING

Missouri Receives Grant to Build New Rocheport Bridge

J

EFFERSON CITY — Cross-state travelers will avoid
months of lengthy traffic delays as a result of the
announcement made today by U.S. Senator Roy Blunt
and Congressman Sam Graves that Missouri will receive an
$81.2 million Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA)
grant from the U.S. Department of Transportation to build
a new I-70 Missouri River Bridge at Rocheport.

reconstruct the Route BB interchange just east of the
bridge. The existing bridge, which was built in 1960,
will continue to be used during construction, meaning
there will be very few impacts to traffic. The grant will
also construct climbing lanes on I-70 at Mineola Hill in
Montgomery County, which will improve safety and traffic
flow through the Loutre River valley.

Receipt of the grant will also trigger $301
million in state bonding, authorized by
the Missouri General Assembly during the
2019 session, that will repair or replace
another 215 bridges across the state.

“Since becoming Governor, improving Missouri's
infrastructure has been a major focus for our administration.
The Rocheport bridge has long been in need of repair, and
we're thrilled that we now have the funds to complete
this critical project and trigger our bold transportation
plan," Governor Mike Parson said. "Transportation drives
our economy, and replacing the bridge is a major step
toward maintaining our highway system and ensuring
we have the framework for access and expansion in the
future. We appreciate Senator Blunt, Secretary Chao, and
The bonds will be repaid out of state general revenue over
President Trump's continued support and commitment to
a seven-year period. It will also free up $301 million that
infrastructure in Missouri."
was already committed to these bridge projects in the
current Statewide Transportation Improvement Program to
The grant will enable a $240 million project to replace
enable other high-priority transportation needs across the
the existing four-lane I-70 bridge with a six-lane structure
state. Projects will be identified in cooperation with local
built just to the south of the current location, as well as
planning partners.
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“I want to thank Governor Parson for his leadership and
commitment to Missouri’s infrastructure needs,” MoDOT
Director Patrick McKenna said. “This could not have
happened without his determination and unwavering
support of infrastructure investment. Senator Blunt,
Senator Hawley, Representative Graves, and other
members of the Missouri Congressional delegation are
to be commended for keeping the project top of mind in
the nation’s capital. Thanks, too, to leaders in the City of
Columbia, the City of Boonville, and Boone and Cooper
counties for their commitment of $4.2 million in local funds
that when leveraged with state and federal dollars will
make a new bridge a reality.”

The grant will enable MoDOT to begin the
environmental assessment and design for
the new bridge, with construction likely to
begin sometime in 2021.
For more information, please visit governor.mo.gov/pressreleases/archive/governor-parsons-transportation-planreceives-federal-funding.
MISSOURI LTAP
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READY OR NOT, HERE
IT COMES…
Wilfrid Nixon, Ph.D., P.E., PWLF, President, Professional Snowfighters Association,
Iowa City, Iowa; member, APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee

I APOLOGIZE FOR RAISING THE
SPECTER OF THE FORTHCOMING
winter in September, but the winter clock is ticking
and before we know it snow will be falling. There are
things that a well-prepared and well organized winter
maintenance operation needs to get done before the
leaves are off the trees, if that first snowfall is not going to
catch you by surprise.
By now you should have taken a good look at your winter
operations plan and should have all your routes set and
updated. As part of this, you probably need to review
any agreements that you might have with neighboring
agencies. You will need to have your staffing assignments
made and should double check the circumstances under

12
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which your agency will go from its regular hours to winter
hours. Some agencies switch to 12 hours on/12 hours off
at some arbitrary date that designates the start of winter,
while other agencies operate under normal hours unless
and until a storm is coming in. There are good arguments
to be made on both sides, but regardless, you should be
very clear as to which approach you are following and have
it all set up!

A KEY PART OF YOUR STAFFING
IS A REVIEW OF WHO IS DOING
STUFF THIS WINTER THAT THEY
MAY NOT HAVE DONE BEFORE.

You will perhaps have some completely new employees,
and others that are being assigned to new routes for this
winter. Those who are new will require a lot of training, so
make sure that they are safe in their trucks, they know what
is expected of them, and they are familiar with their routes
and the operational aspects of your winter plans.
For example, if you set the application rate for all your
routes for each storm, new employees need to know that,
and need to know under what circumstances they can
change the application rate (which is of course different
for different agencies). Even if the new employee is an
experienced snowplow operator from another agency, they
need to be brought up to speed on how you do things in
your agency.

ALL YOUR SNOWPLOW
OPERATORS WILL NEED TO DO
A DRY RUN OF THEIR ROUTES,
EVEN THOSE WHO ARE DOING
THE SAME ROUTES AS LAST YEAR.
EVERY ROUTE SEEMS TO UNDERGO
AT LEAST SOME MINOR CHANGES
EACH YEAR, AND EVEN THE “OLD
HANDS” NEED A CHANCE TO
REVIEW THEIR ROUTES BEFORE
THE SNOW FALLS.
Plus, those route reviews offer a chance to catalog any
issues with the road that will cause problems for your
plow operators. Reviewing what has changed since last
year (what buildings have been removed, or added, for
example) can give you an excellent chance to make sure
you are ready for how those changes might impact your
winter operations.
And to give just one example of how a building might
change things, if a building has been removed and there
is nothing in its place, you might now see more snow
drifting on the streets that had previously been sheltered
by that building.

Another area that needs some attention at this time of
year is all the interactions with other stakeholders in your
area. Some of these are obvious—it is a good idea to
make sure all your elected officials are fully briefed on
what is in the operations plan for the coming winter, for
example. And you probably need to make sure that the
other emergency/first responder agencies are briefed on
what your ops plan is, as well as ensuring adequate lines
of communication and protocols for use during winter
storms (including for those bad storms, when the power
goes out just to make life interesting). Many agencies
also use the fall as a good opportunity for some public
relations work, perhaps by having an open day, so the
public can come and see what you do and where you do
it, and by having a media briefing day. This latter can be
very important. When a storm is coming the media like
to provide good information to their viewing or listening
audience, and you can provide that to them. Good
communications with the media will be very helpful in the
long run. In particular, the fall is a great time to examine
the opportunity for media ride-along later in the winter.
Do choose the operators that you will have the media folk
riding with carefully though!
And then there is your equipment and your materials.
Hopefully by now you have received your salt and other
materials for the winter and they are safely stored, but not
all agencies have storage for a winter’s worth of material
which means you need to make sure (insofar as possible)
that you can get resupplied with materials adequately
during the winter.

YOUR WINTER EQUIPMENT ALL
NEEDS TO BE CHECKED OUT, AND
ALL YOUR SPREADERS (OF BOTH
SOLID AND LIQUID MATERIALS)
NEED TO BE CALIBRATED.
There is a great video on calibration done by the City
of Farmington Hills, Mich., available on YouTube (www.
youtube.com/watch?v=ilsHIuJW9M) if you need any help
on this topic. Any spare parts that you like to have on
hand during the winter to keep your trucks running during
MISSOURI LTAP
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And then there is your equipment and
your materials. Hopefully by now you have
received your salt and other materials for
the winter and they are safely stored, but
not all agencies have storage for a winter’s
worth of material which means you need to
make sure (insofar as possible) that you can
get resupplied with materials adequately
during the winter.

those storms need to be either ordered or already on
hand. Remember that if you really want to break a piece
of equipment, put it on a plow truck. And remember that
the equipment will always break at the most difficult time
possible…

INCREASINGLY THESE DAYS
TRUCKS COME WITH SENSORS
(AND SOME AGENCIES ALSO HAVE
SENSORS DEPLOYED ON THEIR
STREET SYSTEMS — THINGS LIKE
ROAD WEATHER INFORMATION
STATIONS OR RWIS).
These need to be checked out so that you know that they
are providing good information, but also so that if they
are required to send that information somewhere else (like
from the truck back to the main office for example) those
communication links work too. Having good information

14
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is increasingly critical for good winter maintenance
operations, and if your sensors or your communications
systems do not work, you will not have good information
when you need it most.
So, there is plenty to keep you busy in your winter
maintenance operations, even though that first snowflake
has not yet fallen. And hopefully, with all that preparation,
you will be ready and waiting for that first snowflake to
fall, just like the folks in this video… (www.youtube.com/
watch?v=W9SeAgvTNOc)
Wilfrid Nixon can be reached at (319) 594-4447 or at
wilf@psassoc.org.
apwa.net/Library/Reporter/201909_ReporterOnline.pdf

Please visit our website for
other training courses:

MO LTAP SCHOLARS PROGRAM
A Training & Recognition Program

MOLTAP.ORG

FHWA Essentials for Local Public
Agencies

Level I

Federal-aid Essentials for Local
Public Agencies is a transportation
resource designed to help local agency
professionals navigate the Federal-aid
Highway Program. Federal-aid Essentials
is structured for busy agency staff who
want further understanding of Federalaid policies, procedures, and practices.

$45/person
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Level II and Super Scholar
(LIII)
$55/person
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Lunch is included
For non-government or
for-profit organizations, call
1.866.MOROADS for rates

Attendance Policy
The Missouri LTAP staff would like to
remind all agencies registering for
classes that it is important to signup before the registration deadline
to allow us time to plan for course
materials, refreshments, etc. It is
equally important that you let us
know at least 48 hours before the
class if some of your employees will
not be attending. Please note that
you will be charged for any no-shows;
therefore, it is very important that
you let us know at least 48 hours
before. This policy was approved by
our Missouri LTAP Advisory Board
and ensures that we have an accurate
count for class attendance. Thank you
and we look forward to meeting your
training needs.

Need training but don’t have
the budget to pay for travel
expenses?
We can train your employees on
location for a minimum of
20 people. You can invite other
interested agencies in your area
if necessary to meet the minimum.
Call and discuss your training needs
with our staff.

CONTACT US TO FIND
OUT MORE!
T: 866.MO ROADS
(667-6237)
E: moltap@mst.edu

LTAP TRAINING RESOURCES

About The Program
The primary purpose of the MO LTAP
Scholars Program is to recognize
skilled transportation and public works
personnel in local agencies throughout
Missouri. The program is intended to
enhance the skills of all those involved
in the maintenance, delivery, and
management of local transportation
and infrastructure. Training is aimed
at increasing each participant’s
technical, maintenance, administrative,
and supervisory skills depending on
the program level. Electives can be
selected to meet the individual’s area of
responsibility. Special emphasis will be
given to safety in the workplace as well
as in the field and in the development
of a local transportation system. The
program will allow participants to
attain three levels of achievements:
Level I, Level II, and Level III Super
Scholar. Participants must complete
the requirements for Level I before
completing Level II.

Getting Started
Registration is available on the Missouri
LTAP website (www.moltap.org). There
is no registration fee for the program,
but there is a fee for each class, which
varies for each level. Classes are offered
on an ongoing basis at various locations
throughout the state. Contact Missouri
LTAP for classes in your area or view the
online training calendar.

Recognition

fhwa.dot.gov/federal-aidessentials/
indexofvideos.cfm
Missouri Local Public Agency Program
The Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) and MoDOT offers a free
4-hour training class designed to
meet the recently implemented
requirements for a Full Time Sponsor
Employee to serve the role as the
Person In Responsible Charge in order
to receive Federal-aid funding for
Locally Administered Projects. Local
public agencies and consultants will
be required to have taken this basic
training course.
design.modot.mo.gov/lpatraining/
APWA – Professional Development
APWA offers online, face-to-face, and
on-demand programs, with educational
content that fits within your time and
travel constraints. The Donald C.
Stone Center provides professional
development opportunities for the next
generation of public works leadership.
apwa.net/learn
NHI – Training Resources
National Highway Institute, NHI, is
the training and education arm of
the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) with its rich history of
innovation and expertise in delivering
transportation training.
nhi.fhwa.dot.gov/home.aspx

Certificates will be awarded by the
Missouri LTAP Director to those
individuals who successfully complete
the requirements of the program during
award ceremonies held at various
conferences throughout the state and/
or at a ceremony held at the graduate’s
place of employment.
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FOLLOW US ON
SOCIAL MEDIA!

Missouri LTAP | @LTAPMO
Missouri Local Technical Assistance Program | @MOLTAP

UPCOMING EVENTS
Free Right-of-Way Training

Columbia, MO | October 16–17, 2019

14th Annual MACTO Conference

Kansas City, MO | October 22-23, 2019
2019 Missouri Chapter APWA 		
Fall Conference

Branson, MO | November 3-5, 2019
2019 Asphalt Conference

Rolla, MO | December 3-4, 2019

MISSOURI STATE SAVINGS SURPLUS
MISSOURI STATE AGENCY FOR
SURPLUS PROPERTY
Check out the thousands of items in
stock at MOSASP!
2846 Highway 179 I Jefferson City, MO 65109
888.295.7796 (Toll free I 573.751.3415)
For information about the program,
visit: oa.mo.gov/purch/surplus.html
Eligibility requirements can be found under
“Read about the Program”

REALTY FOR SALE

MODOT SAVINGS SURPLUS

The Missouri Department of Transportation is
responsible for managing realty assets owned
by the Missouri Highways and Transportation
Commission. Realty assets are periodically
reviewed to determine if they are essential
to current operations, or are expected to be
in the near future. When realty assets are no
longer essential to operations, they may be
made available for sale to the public.

MAKE YOUR DOLLARS GO FURTHER WITH
MODOT SURPLUS PURCHASING!

VISIT:
www6.modot.mo.gov/
PropertyForSale

Prices, mileage, condition, and purchasing
instructions can be viewed online:
modot.mo.gov/business/surplus
NO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
AT THIS TIME

